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Creativity: the Flowering Tornado is a unique pop-up interpretation of a fine art exhibition. It is
based on famed multi-media artist Ginny Ruffner's new installation on the theme creativity

“Loaded front to end with insights and images that every genre fan would soak in with great
delight.” - Project Fandom"Contains many great behind the scene pictures and notes about the
films” - Radio of Horror“The visuals in this volume are absolutely amazing” - Bricks of the Dead“A
gorgeously rendered hardcover coffee table tome.” - Film Score Monthly Gift Guide“The perfect
book for that Alien fan in your life, especially if it’s you.” - Don’t Forget a Towel"Just amazing
stuff, and definitely a book that no Alien fan will want to miss." - Geek Dad "Alien: The Archive is
a winner" - Comics Online"I couldn’t believe the amount of content inside, and a few surprises
even popped out of the pages to shed light on various rumors and speculation. Lots of fun stuff
here!" - Midroad MovieAbout the AuthorTitan Books
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G. Powell, “Great book popup book on Creativity. Ok, this book is not a tome by any means,
being only 10 or so popups. But it is an inspirational book because of who Ginny Ruffner is. I
recently saw the documentary 
  
a not so still life

  
  
on a DVD and they mentioned this book. Since I love her art, I thought the book would be
great and it is. I got a good used copy and it was well worth it. Now I'll have to track down a
gallery with her art in it.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Pop-up Creativity. Bruce Foster's paper engineering is Perfecto! (see
also Foster's, Little Red Riding Hood-Little Simon and The Princess and the Pea.) Foster's pop-
ups not only evoke Ruffner's art but expresses her ideas on creativity itself. One does not have
to see Ginny Ruffner's creative work first hand to experience it. As The Popuplady ([...] I consider
a pop-up successful if the paper engineering enhances and amplifies an idea or illustration. In
the Flowering Tornado, Foster has succeeded in doing so. The reader, through the interactivity
of pop-ups, is part of the creative process, taking Ruffner's art to the next step. Congratulations
to the Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts and to Ginny Ruffner for imagining her art in another art
form, Pop-ups. Congratulations to Bruce Foster for successfully bringing that concept to fruition.”

Amy Waldman-Smith, “Wonderful!. Love this book.  Ginny is so very inspiring as is this wee book”

The book by Ginny Ruffner has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 5 people have provided feedback.
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